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1 Executive Summary 
 
It’s been a busy year for us here at Prima Group, transforming ways of working across the business 
and consolidating as a new group.  Since the Prima Group formed on 1 April 2017 following the 
coming together of Pierhead Housing Association (PHA), Leasowe Community Homes (LCH) and 
the establishment of Pierhead Commercial Services (PCS), our focus has been on embedding a 
single operating model and starting to deliver on the promises made in our business case to the 
Regulator for Social Housing. 
 
Our Operational Transformation Project has been delivered ensuring more efficient and effective 
services are delivered to customers with revised structures in place that are proving to be fit for 
purpose, meeting the needs of our customers and compliant with the standards expected.  
 
Our Board carry out an annual review of our Corporate Strategy “Prima Prospects”, updating it to 
reflect the Group’s progress in delivering change and our ambition to continuously improve the 
services we offer, to deliver excellence and value for money as standard. Our Prima Prospects plan 
will drive and guide the Group’s strategic direction over the next two years so that resources and 
actions are aligned with the Group’s mission, vision and values.  
 
Prima Prospects sets out our focus on continuing to utilise the Group’s financial strength and 
business resilience to deliver more homes and looks to develop strategies to diversify and grow 
the business. It also highlights where we aim to achieve excellence in key performance areas, 
including customer services. We have made good progress on our approach to Value for Money, 
already achieving 65% of the savings and efficiencies predicted from the formation of the Prima 
Group, which we will be reinvesting to deliver on our social aims and objectives. 

 
Increased partnership working continues to be a key strategic objective, as part of our commitment 
to deliver cost effective and efficient service to customers. We are developing wider strategic 
alliances, continuing to look for opportunities to collaborate, where we can see the potential to 
achieve positive results and it contributes to the overall aim of further strengthening our efficiency 
and effectiveness and increase our capacity and productivity. As a key member of the Community 
Housing Associations North West (CHANW) Group, Prima will continue to progress opportunities 
for shared services, joint procurement and other collaboration initiatives.  
 

We will ensure the recommendations for changes to our governance structures will be 
implemented over the coming year, following a thorough review of our governance framework 
during 2018.  This will see Prima Group Board and Committees being refreshed and moving to bi-
monthly meetings, as well as conversion of LCH to a Charitable Community Benefit Society and 
the establishment of a new innovative Customer Board to bring to life our co-regulation activity. 
We continue to assess our operating environment, considering new and emerging risks, setting 
out priorities and challenging performance accordingly.  This approach has resulted in Board 
reviewing our activities, growth aspirations and risk appetite, and a reassessment of the level of 
investment, liquidity, the scale of new development and investment in its existing stock and 
services for the group.  
 
We want to ensure that we remain on track to change and improve, an action plan has been 
developed with Board to support 2019-21 objectives which will become the Group’s work 
programme. Regular reports on progress and delivery will be presented to Board Members during 
the year. 
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 2      About Prima Group 
  

 
  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
      Pierhead Housing Association Pierhead Commercial          Leasowe Community Homes                            
         (PHA, the Parent)                               Services  (PCS)                                     (LCH) 

 
 

• PHA was formed in 1971 and built up a portfolio of houses and flats throughout 
Merseyside. LCH was formed in 1999 when Wirral Borough Council transferred its homes 
to the Association. Joining together in April 2017, the two organisations provide general 
needs, sheltered, homes for older people, and supported housing as well as neighbourhood 
services to support sustainable communities in Wirral, Liverpool and Sefton. The group now 
has a turnover of £15m and owns and manages nearly three thousand properties 
 

• Prima Commercial was established in February 2017 with the transfer of a portfolio of 256 
properties (including key worker, student and retail units) in June 2017. The aim of Prima 
Commercial is to generate additional surpluses to support the Group’s social and charitable 
aims. Since its inception, Prima Commercial has acquired eight ex-police authority houses, 
private rented properties and successfully negotiated the acquisition of 20 socially rented 
properties from Regenda. It also manages Prima LCH's leasehold and commercial properties 
and Prima PHA’s shared ownership and residential leasehold properties.  Prima Commercial 
will deliver against the Group’s Growth and Development Strategy supported by the 
Group’s Treasury Management Strategy.  
 

• Keen to make use of our financial strength we have a 5-year indicative development 
programme to deliver 327 affordable homes as well as 45 properties through our 
commercial subsidiary.  

 
• In February 2018 Prima successfully secured Investment Partners Status (IPS) from Homes 

England as part of their 2016-2021 Shared Ownership and Affordable Housing Programme. 
This will enable Prima Commercial to offer development services to CHANW members and 
other registered providers in the future.  
 

• Our Transformation Project “Creating Conditions for Success” reviewed the vision, values 
and culture of the Group organisation, with staff, customers and board members, and led 
to the creation of a new single ‘operating model’ to take the business forward.  During 
2018-19 these recommendations have been implemented and embedded, supported by a 
new staffing structure across the Finance and Insight and Innovation Teams.  

  

2,759 total homes 
327 development programme 

1,543 homes 952 homes 264 properties 
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3   Our Strategic Framework 
 

The Group’s vision, strategic objectives and values have been developed with tenants, 
employees and board members and are supporting us to create a shared mission and culture.  
These set out a shared view of how the organisation will operate and move forward into the 
future and set out our expectations for our approach on how we do things, focusing on 
embracing positive behaviours. 
 
Our vision is: 
 

Creating vibrant neighbourhoods in which to live and work, where quality, affordable 
homes and services are at the heart of the communities. 

 
 

Our strategic objectives are focussed on our: 
 

• Customers - A landlord of choice that delivers excellence for customers 
 

• Partnerships - Deliver locally for the benefit of neighbourhoods and communities 
 

• Business Transformation - A strong, viable, efficient and effective business 
 

• Growth and Development - A Group that continues to grow and prosper and whose 
reputation is above that of its peers. 

 
 
Our values set out how we want to do things and focus on how we: 

 
• Put customers and communities first; 

 
• Be proud of what we do and strive to be better; 

 
• Respect others, work together and build partnerships; 

 
• Be creative, embrace change and learn from experience 
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 4   External Environment  
 

Prima Group is mindful of the changing operating landscape we work in and scanning our 
strategic environment is a key part of our planning process.  This supports us in preparing the 
business for change, identifying risks and opportunities that we may face. 
 
The social housing green paper, published in August, considered how to rebalance the 
relationship between residents and landlords, ensuring residents voices are heard. It set out 
the Governments high expectations for the sector to deliver additional and much needed 
affordable homes and ensuring homes are safe and decent.  It proposed fundamental reform 
to ensure social homes are safe with well manged services; it set out the need to strengthen 
the regulators role; along with requirements to see that we are tackling stigma, celebrating 
thriving communities, empowering residents and effectively resolving complaints.  

 
The Group continues to monitor changes within the sector, and have identified the following 
key elements on our strategic radar: 
 
• Government Rent Policy - the impact on income through 1% rent reductions until 2020 

which we have accounted for in our financial plans and the new rent policy for 2020 to 
2025 where increases will be limited to CPI plus 1%; 

• The tragedy that was the Grenfell Tower fire and resulting recommendations from the 
Hackitt review relating to safe standards, appropriate accommodation and an increased 
focus on health and safety responsibilities of landlords; 

• The potential extension of voluntary Right to Buy (vRTB) and the progress of the pilots; 
• The ongoing roll out of welfare reform and Universal Credit and its effect of reducing 

income levels for customers which could impact negatively on rent collection, arrears levels 
and bad debts. This was a key consideration in developing our new structure, setting teams 
up to work differently to better manage this risk and supporting financial inclusion;  

• Government’s drive to fix the broken housing market, with its focus on building more homes 
and the large housing associations activity; 

• Proposals for the future funding of supported housing and the review of sheltered housing 
rents and service charge calculations; 

• Government’s Homelessness Review; 
• De-regulation changes and freedoms and flexibilities following the ONS reclassification 

announcement;  
• The local devolution agenda, its influence on delivery on homelessness and delivering new 

homes as shown in the Liverpool City Region’s “Building the Future” recommendations; 
• Brexit and the impact on the economy and construction labour market brings some degree 

of uncertainty and our plans need us to be flexible and able to adapt quickly to both risks 
and opportunities and how wider economic changes affects the lending markets. 

• New Sector Score Card, the revised Value for Money standard and Consumer Standards 
proposals and how that may change standards and reporting.  
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We understand that we need to be an agile business, adapting to meet the challenges of this 
increasingly complex, dynamic and uncertain environment. Effective management within this 
context requires a robust approach to understanding and controlling risk.  
 
The Group robustly reviewed its Governance arrangements during 2018 across the piece. To 
reinforce its commitment to the Governance and Viability Standard the Group has: 

 
• Started to implement the recommendations from the Strategic Options and Governance 

Review Action Plan to be implemented during 2019/20;  
• Reassessed its ‘Risk Appetite and Golden Rules’ which enabled the agreement of clear 

parameters for future Development schemes and openness to new opportunities; 
• Reviewed its approach to risk by revising the risk management strategy and business 

assurance framework and ensuring that it is fully embedded within the decision making and 
business planning processes; 

• Reviewed the Group’s approach to stress testing to ensure it reflected the Boards’ risk 
appetite 

• Assessed key emerging risks to update the reviewed corporate risk register;  
• Started to undertake ‘risk deep dives’ at board and committee meetings;  
• Learnt from the experience of the regulators ‘In Depth Assessment’ (IDA) process; 
• Further developed its assets & liabilities register for the Group.  
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5   Looking back  
 

The regulator carried out an in-depth assessment in December 2018, to review Prima Groups 
governance and viability.  We were pleased to be able to maintain our G1/V1 status. We 
committed that our Group-wide business plan would demonstrate added value for present and 
future customers, deliver efficiency and cost improvement plans across the business, through 
leaner organisational structures and more effective streamlined systems and processes, 
eliminating unnecessary waste and duplication from top to bottom.  We have made significant 
progress in delivering on this change programme and on the objectives we set ourselves in our 
2018-19 business plan, including:  

 
      Customers 
 
• Embedded new ways of working to improve the customer experience and business 

performance, focussing on tenancy sustainment and protecting rental income;  
• Introduced new team structures to reallocate resources effectively and prepare the Group to 

meet the challenges ahead;   
• Started to diversify the customer base, offering private sector lettings through Prima 

Commercial; 
• Prepared to run the Customer Satisfaction Index survey with results available shortly to inform 

our knowledge and insight on customers’ needs in future; 
• Developed more online customer services including webchat, online housing applications and 

a customer Self-Serve App to provide information on their account and access to key services;  
• Began a process of reviewing customer facing services, using feedback from our Customer 

Scrutiny Group on repairs to help inform new ways of working;  
• Established the Customer Steering Group as a task and finish group to set up and recruit the 

new Prima Customer Board  
• Achieved good performance for housing and repairs services including the key areas of 

managing empty homes and income collection, and responding positively to the increased roll 
out of Universal Credit to more customers; 

• Developed our Customer and Stakeholder Framework, refreshing our website and increasingly 
using social media channels to communicate, including setting up Instagram and YouTube 
channels. 
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Partnerships 
 
• Continued to work with CHANW partners to collaborate and co-procure on policy 

development, legal services and training;  
• Developed a CHANW website and Twitter account to raise the groups profile. Supported 

Crosby Housing and Eldonians in specialist areas such as asset management, website 
development and staff resources; 

• Further developed partnerships with Wirral Borough Council to identify housing priorities and 
opportunities for development; 

• Implemented our neighbourhood planning approach, producing our first Neighbourhood Plans, 
setting out our knowledge and further plans for the communities we work in; 

• Building our relationship with Homes England and others as an Investment Partner to deliver 
on our developing new homes, progressing the Holly Farm site, accessing funding for investing 
to revitalise Chestnut Court and identifying new sites; 

• Progressed discussions on creating a development consortium with 4 other housing 
associations to share resources and ensure our development ambitions are prioritised;  

• Worked with Wirral Development Trust to deliver key projects, and to understand the social 
impact of our investment in communities and started to investigate other models to deliver 
regeneration and access to training and work opportunities, offering 4 places on the ‘Inspiring 
Dreams’ programme. 

 
 
Business Transformation 
 
• Fully reviewed governance arrangements, to evaluate effectiveness of Boards and Committees 

and assess the structures in place, with implementation of the recommended changes to 
Committees and meeting cycles already underway and streamlining governance processes and 
reporting;   

• Robust board appraisals in place and recruitment for a new interim Group Chair completed;  
• Full review of risk and compliance completed, reviewing Boards risk appetite and producing a 

new Risk Assurance Framework; 
• Implemented new departmental structures for Insight and Innovation and Finance Teams to 

drive improved future service delivery; 
• Reviewed ways of working for repairs in readiness to deliver improved services to customers; 
• Began implementing new asset management software solution, bringing together property 

component data into one system giving us more property insight across repairs and asset 
management teams; 
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• Reviewed performance information with board members to gain assurance that committees 
were challenging KPIs and corrective action taken where applicable; 

• Excellent progress made on delivering our ICT strategy, gaining the benefits of the Office 365 
suite, making the necessary infrastructure changes and staring to roll out mobile working 
solutions to improve ways of working across the business enabling staff to work more 
dynamically and reducing administration tasks; 

• Further developed our Treasury Strategy & Financial Capacity, using intergroup borrowing 
where appropriate; 

• Retained our G1/V1 status;  
• Achieved improved levels of employee satisfaction during a time of change for the business; 
• Promoting innovative ways of working with employees, rolling out the use of Yammer for 

internal communications across the business and moving HR process on line, for example for 
recruitment and digital payslips. 

  
Growth & Development 

• Reduced the amount of corporation tax liability from the new structure enabling the group to 
increase financial capacity for further investment; 

• New Asset Management Strategy implemented, along with new software being introduced to 
improve understanding of data for day to day maintenance, cyclical works and investment 
programmes; 

• Completed full stock condition survey for Prima PHA to ensure data for the Group is robust 
and for more accurate financial business planning for investment; 

• Reviewed repairs processes to improve customer experience and deliver better value for 
money, this has helped us understand our current position in order to inform how we take the 
service forward over the coming year; 

• Delivered the Homes England funded redevelopment of Chestnut Court to improve its long-
term future appeal; and improve living standards for current tenants 

• On site with new developments in Liverpool, delivered new family homes on the Wirral and 
undertaken further feasibility work on the Rosebrae development site;  

• Invested in our student accommodation to improve demand and increase occupancy levels; 
• Established the financial and performance position of the commercial subsidiary; 
• Improved office accommodation at the Sefton and Leasowe sites.   
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6   Looking Ahead - Our Strategic Objectives for 2019-20 
 
Prima Group has met many challenges over the past twelve months getting our new operating 
model, business transformation, growth and development strategies in place. Together with 
having approved financial capacity the Group is in a strong position to meet  the challenges and 
opportunities which may arise over the life of the 2019-21 Corporate Plan.  The Board revisited 
the Group’s four strategic objectives and strategic aims to make sure we are still focusing on the 
right things for our customers and our ambitions for the future.  
 
Objective 1: Customers 
 
Strategic Aim: A landlord of choice that delivers excellence for customers. 
  
Activity: To engage with and enable customers to have a strong voice and choices in developing 
and influencing services.  
 
Key actions for 2019-20:  
 
 Co-design with customers our Prima Customer Board, recruiting and training participants to   
   influence service delivery through co-regulation  
 Review WDT and potential future ways of working to improve the lives of customers with   
   training, volunteering and employment opportunities 
 Develop our Rent Strategy    
 Develop our Tenancy Policy   
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
General actions for 2019-20 include: 
 
• Ensure customers are central to service delivery and we work to improve the customer 

experience and reviewing customer standards; 
• Implementing a customer access strategy across the Group identifying preferred channels and 

mechanisms for customers and the business;  
• Implement our Neighbourhood Strategy and Planning approach, identifying and improving 

capacity within neighbourhoods and supporting the regeneration of communities.  
• Diversify the customer base with purpose and in line with strategic objectives; 
• Roll out an increasing menu of self-service options for customers (channel shift); 
• Ensure greater access to services for more vulnerable customers; 
• Know customers through insight and tailor services accordingly, basing decisions about new 

customer markets on sound research and market intelligence so that genuine future needs, 
wants and aspirations are used to help us forward plan; 

• Develop our customer involvement approach to support the work of the Prima Customer 
Board and the co-regulatory requirements, facilitating ‘constructive challenge’ on what we do 
and enabling their direct influence on monitoring and improving service delivery.  
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 Objective 2: Partnerships 
 
Strategic Aim: Deliver locally for the benefit of its neighbourhoods and communities.  
  
Activity: To develop collaborative partnerships and alliances to sustain safe, vibrant, healthy and 
decent neighbourhoods and position the Group as a provider and partner of choice.  
 
Key actions for 2019-20:  
 

 Develop neighbourhood community regeneration opportunities, planning a ten-year vision for 
Leasowe and working with other partners to deliver training and employment initiatives here 
and across the Group  

 Continue to progress with the Development Consortia proposals                       
    Set out our repair’s transformation plans – investigating a new type of relationship with  
      repairs contractors 
    Explore further opportunities to deliver services to others, such as stock condition work and    
      options to deliver investment programme for others 

 
 

 
 
General actions for 2019-20 include: 
 
• Furthering opportunities with CHANW partners to share services, systems, people and 

processes where it makes sense to do so; 
• Work with residents within their homes and neighbourhoods to make a positive impact and 

maintain vibrant communities; 
• Co-design, co-produce and co-deliver excellent services and products at affordable costs 

including working with the voluntary sector; 
• Explore our role and the opportunities available as part of the Liverpool City Region 

development operating in partnership and working with them in line with our aims and 
objectives; 

• Continue to develop and strengthen working relationships with our Local Authority (LA) 
partners and develop relations in new LA areas e.g. Cheshire West and Chester and Cheshire 
East;  

• Complete master planning to realise the full potential of the Rose Brae site that will include 
looking at the site in isolation and also in collaboration with Wirral Borough Council, Peel 
Holdings and other land owners for the wider area.  
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Objective 3: Business Transformation 
 
Strategic Aim:  A strong, viable, efficient and effective business.  
  
Activity 1:  Consolidating the business by improving process, practice and performance 
 
Key actions for 2019-20:  
• Develop Finance dashboard     
• Review of Finance processes working towards a Finance system replacement       
• Standing orders and financial regulations review      
• Implementation of the Governance review recommendations to ensure effective leadership 

and governance, improving and strengthening governance by ensuring that the Boards have 
full representation in terms of skills balance, diversity and ensuring full compliance against 
the RSH regulatory framework and the NHF’s code of governance 

• QL review to streamline processes across the business, rolling out mobile working and mobile 
forms out on site for all areas of the business improving productivity and efficiency 

• Implement the new asset management software        

 
General actions for 2019-20 include:  
 
• Building on the Group’s strength in relation to financial management and control and building 

on existing healthy financial position and surpluses ensure it remains financially viable within 
what will be a more challenging operating context; 

• Investment through Strategic Asset Management and sweating the Group’s assets to invest in 
growth opportunities and continuous improvement. 

• Improving reporting and how we use data 
• Promote innovative ways of working 
• Continuously improving services and key performance areas nurturing new ideas, innovation 

and approaches to increase business efficiency; 
• Refine our approach to benchmarking across the Group structure and at all levels. 
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 Activity 2:  An employer of choice. 
 
The Group recognises that its people are the greatest resource it has. A well-motivated and 
trained workforce is crucial to the achievement of the strategic objectives. Having the right 
people, with the right attitude and customer focus in the right jobs at the right time, is a pre-
requisite for success. 
 
Key actions for 2019-20: 
• Develop training passports for all employees 
• Look at new ways of working to support recruitment where there are skill shortages  
• Investigate formal scheme of recognition for the Group as an excellent place to work 
 

 
General actions for 2019 -20 include: 
 
• Being a people focused organisation; 
• Genuinely listening to and involving staff in decision making with transparent 

communication in place; 
• Recognising and harnessing ‘talent’; 
• Aiming to be one of the best employers in the region and nationally; 
• Modernise employment practices. 
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Objective 4: Growth & Development 
 
Strategic Aim:  A Group that continues to grow and prosper and whose reputation is above that 
of its peers. 
 
Activity 1: Ensure we are well placed and have capacity to take up any opportunities that arise. 
 

Key actions for 2019-20:  
• Development – delivering against the programme, securing more sites as required, build and 

or acquire more homes, of the right type, in the right place, at the right time 

• Progress the options for the Fernlea site development    
• Options appraisal for Rosebrae, in collaboration with others as part of the wider vision for the 

area 

• Look at opportunities for the wider master planning for Leasowe /New Brighton rugby club    
• Asset management strategy – a strategic/different approach depending on the area and 

making full use of data from recent stock condition surveys, to provide confidence for future 
investment planning decisions 

• Options appraisal for commercial portfolio for Monument Building, Broadgreen, Dovecot and 
non-residential buildings 

• Make best use of stock and land using intelligence to drive investment / disinvestment 
decisions investigating options for holding land where it fits with wider objectives.  

 
General actions for 2019-20 include: 
• Grow our commercial activity, through appropriate levels of investment and reviewing our 

cost base to understand the impact of Commercial should it not deliver against its business 
plan  

• As part of its growth strategy Prima Commercial will seek and appraise new business initiatives 
and investment opportunities; 

• Develop and remodel existing homes/schemes; 
• Provide services to the homes the Group owns, those the Group manages for others and where 

relevant, the surrounding neighbourhoods, in line with the objectives; 
• Extend current service provision e.g. handy person service across the Group where prudent to 

do so;  
• Appraise and bid on appropriate Section 106 opportunities.  
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• Implement the Asset Management Strategy including rationalisation options; 
• Produce and implement the Group Procurement Strategy; 
• Embed compliance and risk culture in all compliance areas including policies and procedures. 
7      Finance and Value for Money Plan 2019-20 
 
We are focused on delivering good value high quality services to our tenants. We are committed 
to allocating our resources to deliver our objectives.  
 
We have developed a budget and financial plan that is expected to deliver a surplus of over £2m 
a year despite the challenges of the government policies on rent reductions and welfare reform 
changes which impact on our tenants. 
 
Our income of around £13m p.a. comes from rents and service charges. The split between the 
group entities is shown below: - 

 
The chart below shows where we spend our money: - 
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Growth and Development 
 
We have fixed assets with a book value of £104m. Our current borrowing is £15.1m and we expect 
to hold cash of £16.1m at the end of 2018/19. 
 
We are using our capacity to invest significantly in new homes across Merseyside 

• Investing £20m delivering 327 affordable new homes over the next few years 
• Investing £4m through our commercial subsidiary to deliver a 45 new homes for market 

rent and sale 
 
We will continually review our organisational capacity to maximise our opportunity to grow 
sustainably. 

 
 
VFM 
 
The group are committed to being a good value organisation and have historically performed well 
against peer organisations. However, we recognise that our coming together must deliver 
economies of scale if we wish to remain high performing against our new peer group of slightly 
larger housing organisations.  
 
In addition, we have refreshed our approach to VFM to encompass the new national VFM target 
measures and the VFM standard.  
 
 
Financial Strength 
 
The financial plan has significant headroom against the key financial targets required by our 
lenders. 
 
We conduct comprehensive ‘stress testing’ of our plans using potential risk scenarios to 
understand the impact of adverse changes, what we could do to respond to the changes and the 
degree of headroom we have. 

 
The financial projections over the period of this plan (2019/20 to 2022/23) shows the detailed 
summary of the financial impact of the business plan. Based on the Group’s current strong financial 
position and the expected value for money savings, the Board is confident that the strategy is 
viable and deliverable over the next five years.  
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8      Risk Management 
 
The Board has a good awareness of the key risks associated with delivering its strategy and has 
fully reviewed its Strategic Risk Register and Risk Assurance Framework.  
 
The key risks identified are in relation to rent reduction, extension of vRtB to Housing 
Associations, welfare reform, governance, finances and the policy landscape. An assessment of 
these areas demonstrates that the Group is operating from a sound base and internal controls are 
adequate to mitigate future risks. 
 
The Group has reviewed its risk appetite as “open to seeking” with a clear view on the level of 
exposure to risk that it is willing to accept. The Group understands the impact that poor risk 
management can have on the business and, therefore, places effective risk management as a 
central function of how it does business. 
 
New developments and diversification into new markets and services and investment in existing 
stock is supported by the Treasury Management Policy which identifies our capacity to borrow 
and more importantly the ability to repay any future borrowings. All possible scenarios have been 
stress tested to assess the cumulative impact on the Group and Board understand the range of 
events and factors which impact on the robustness of our financial capacity.  
 
The Group’s Risk Register identifies the key risks facing the business in achieving our corporate 
objectives. A risk assessment of both the inherent and residual risks has been undertaken, as part 
of the business planning process. All mitigating actions or controls and the risk owner for each risk 
are identified. The Risk Register and the Board Assurance Framework is maintained by the 
Business Assurance Team and reviewed/ updated quarterly by EMT and reviewed quarterly by 
Committee. Risk Management is embedded into our reporting structure, which has been 
strengthened too. 
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9   Monitoring and Review  
  
The Group recognises that a clear process for monitoring, review and reporting is essential for the 
delivery of its corporate plan and its key objectives. The Group has developed a single performance 
management framework, supported by Pentana software, which highlights that objectives and 
action plans are defined in an unambiguous way and responsibility is effectively devolved through 
all levels of the organisation, from the Board down to individual staff (the “Golden Thread”). 
 
An Executive Business Review is held monthly to focus on the delivery of the corporate plan, other 
key plans and projects and to review overall performance for the business, to ensure a sustained 
focus on performance and key progress against delivery at manager level and below.  
 
Attached at Appendix one is the action plan that follows the ‘SMART’ principles to support delivery 
of the strategic objectives. Within the plan, each action has been assigned to a lead officer, who is 
either a member of the Executive Team or Board, to ensure clear responsibility/ accountability at 
a senior level, detailed operational plans on delivery then sit below this to track progress locally. 

 
All employees have SMART targets, which are monitored through regular appraisal processes. 
Training and development plans are included in the appraisal process  
 
Staff, Board and Scrutiny, will drive improvement in relation to key strategic areas, such as Risk, 
VfM and Equality & Diversity. These ‘Champions’ will be instrumental in promoting understanding 
and awareness across the organisation, as well as ensuring that progress in relation to these key 
areas is effectively monitored and reported. 
 
Performance against this corporate action plan will be reported to Board meetings regularly.  Along 
with the financial plan, the corporate plan will be subject to an annual review which includes 
testing of the assumptions made, comprehensive scenario planning and sensitivity testing to 
ensure robustness. 
 
10    Appendices 
  
Appendix One – Corporate Strategy Action Plan 2019-2020 
 


